Flow cytometric measurement of cell components other than DNA: virtues, limitations, and applications in gynecologic oncology.
Flow cytometry is a high-precision technique for rapid analysis and sorting of cells and particles. In theory, it can be used to measure any cell constituent, provided that a fluorescent tracer is available that reacts specifically and stoichiometrically with that constituent. The technique provides statistical accuracy, reproducibility, and sensitivity and allows simultaneous measurement of several constituents on a cell-to-cell basis. The main drawback of flow cytometry is the lack of visual control and structural information in solid tissues. Careful sample preparation, quality control of all staining and instrumentation procedures, and the use of immunohistologic or cytologic controls are essential for high-quality flow cytometric analysis. The technique has been used successfully for simultaneous measurement of DNA and tumor-associated antigens, oncogene products, proliferation markers, and markers for multidrug resistance in cultured cell lines and in cell suspensions prepared from solid tumors and cervical smears. Flow cytometry has the potential to play an important role in the study of carcinogenesis. With an appropriate panel of monoclonal antibodies, the technique can be used for screening, "biochemical" diagnosis of neoplasia, and rapid drug, hormone, and radiotherapy sensitivity tests.